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From: Diane Jacksonv, Al/ 44 
To: Glenn Kelly, Joseph Staudenmeier, Michael Cheok,....  
Date: Wed, Jun 9, 1999 10:01 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Draft Paper for your review 

Joe did not get Ed's comments previously because think we resolved the ignition temp vs. oxidation 
temperature in the last draft. I do not think the two sections conflict anymore. I added the words "small 
zirconium samples" to wording in Joe's section - rather than just "zirconium samples" 

I had sent Glenn Ed's comments earlier but they were on a draft after the PRA results were completed.  
The PRA - FP equipment needs to be resolved but that can be done early in the next part of the process 
of looking at the assumptions of the PRA - perhaps when Ed gets back next week - we can starting talking 
about it - there is clearly not enough time by Friday when the draft goes into concurrence for the issuance 
on Tuesday 

Diane 

>>> Joseph Staudenmeier 06/09 9:39 AM >>> 
The 800C is not an ignition temperature. It is a temperature beyond which the fuel would contiue to heat 
up to what the fire protection people would call an ignition temperature. If The 800 C temperature was to 
be revised it would probably be lowered based on the existing heatup calculations. As far as I know, no 
one has proposed an alternative oxidation rate equation that could be used in heatup calculations to 
defend a higher temperature. If there is a defensible, alternative oxidation rate equation new heatup 
calulations with a minimum sophistication level comparable to the SFUEL calculations would need to be 
performed to support a higher temperature.  

>>> Vonna Ordaz 06/08 11:47 PM >>> 
Please review Ed Connell's comments on the 800 degree C temperature and the PRA cases and 
frequencies. I would like to have your thoughts, so we can resolve Ed's comments.  

Thanks, 
Vonna

Edward Connell, Tanya EatonCC:


